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NA Today

The NA Today Magazine belongs to all members of Narcotics Anonymous. Its
mission is to provide recovery and service information, as well as recoveryrelated entertainment.
In keeping with this mission, the editorial staff are dedicated to providing a
magazine which is open to articles and features written by members from around
Australia, as well as current service and convention information.
Foremost, we're dedicated to the celebration of our message "any addict can stop
using, lose the desire to use, and find a new way to live."
The NA Today Magazine welcomes articles from all readers. Articles can be your
own story, experience, strength and hope, a response to any article that has
appeared in the NA Today, or simply a viewpoint about an issue of concern in the
NA Fellowship.
Articles should be no more than 800 words, and we reserve the right to edit. All
articles must include a name, address, and phone number. First names and last
initial will be used as the signature line unless the writer requests anonymity.
Send us your experience in recovery, your views on NA matters, cartoons, ideas
etc to:
natoday@na.org.au
Fellowship Service Office
Unit 34, 112-122 McEvoy St
Alexandria NSW 2015
P 02 8399 2453
F 02 8399 2454

NA National Helpline

1300 652 820
for meetings in auStralia
and other info
www.na.org.au
NA Today
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Dear Readers

Welcome to another issue of NA Today.
I hope this edition finds you in a place
of happiness, or failing that, growth! We
had some fantastic contributions this
quarter, as usual a heartfelt thanks to all
those who submitted their work to be
published.
In particular I was very touched by this
issue’s cover artwork. As an artist myself
(of a somewhat different kind), I take
a lot of joy from addicts in recovery
allowing their creative side to stretch
and breathe and wake up, sometimes
from a long and restless sleep. Making
art while being present to our feelings
and desires is a completely different
experience than the ferocious and
intense physical distraction that some
of us used to engage in while high. It
could begin as simply as colouring-in
those mindfulness exercises they get
you doing in detox, to making your
own scribblings as an art journal for a
therapeutic exercise, then maybe to
find a passion for colour and patterns
and then who knows where that could
lead? I look forward to seeing where
Jade takes her talent in the future.

in the pants from my Higher Power)
I decided to take the plunge and did a
short course, then a long course, and
soon I’ll be studying a uni degree in my
chosen artform, all thanks to staying
clean long enough to hear and truly feel
the guidance of my Higher Power.
It seems like we never have quite
so much time, when life sets in,
for meticulous, meditative artistic
expression, unless we make the time.
I hope Jade’s beautiful cover inspires
you to set aside some time to doodle,
or colour in, or write a song or make
a crochet elbow-sock or a hat for your
dog, or create art in whatever way takes
your fancy. And of course, please be
encouraged to send through pictures of
what you’ve made to this magazine!
As always, looking forward to receiving
your submissions,

Yours in Loving Service
Tess S

Growing the courage to call myself an
artist and follow my creative vision took
me 5 years of directionless messing
around with this job or another and
getting over my fear of being criticised
for not being responsible. I was always
yearning to follow my heart’s path and
just make art but I was too fearful to
take the next step. But with the support
and encouragement of my friends and
family (sometimes with forceful kicks
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International Events
Australia is a remote place, surrounded by sea. It can seem like the rest of the world is very far
away. This section is to let our members know that no matter where you are in the world, NA is
always there. Some of our members report deep spiritual growth from seeing what it’s like to
be an addict in another country. Others may be leaving the country for the first time, and
still others enjoy the ability to travel clean, where they never could before. No matter
how experienced with travel our members may be, we are never alone, worldwide.

The European Convention of NA is taking place
Portugal this year on the 22nd to 24th of September.
Head to the ECCNA website for more information
on the location and how to register.
http://eccna.eu/eccna33/

Sweden are celebrating 30 years of NA
at their 2017 convention in Stockholm
on the 23rd to 25th of August.
They have an option for English on their
website if you would like to find out
more information.
https://www.nasverige.org/na30/#eng

NA Today
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Brazil is holding their national
convention on November 23rd to 26th,
in two locations this year, Salvador and
Bahia. A beautiful choice for a holiday in
fellowship.
Their website is in Portuguese but most
browsers will automatically translate for
you.
http://www.convencaoregiaobrasil.
com.br/site/

G

etting
Over
Myself

We learn early in
recovery that to get out of Self, be of
service to others, and secondly, act
your way into better thinking.
Being a spiritual program, it follows
many of the spiritual tenets of most
religions one of those is service.
Religious
organizations
formed
to teach and perpetuate spiritual
principles.
At least that’s my take. Periodically,
I start thinking to myself about this
premise, and try and come up with
things I can do to be of service. I have
volunteered regularly in N.A. and
literacy programs, hospitals and nonprofits. I feel good about myself, the
work and knew positive energy has
been released into the universe.
These commitments come to an end
as I lose focus and fall prey to Self. I’ll
have some service down-time and get
lost in my head and get a case of the
should of’s. Lord knows that if you are
aware of world events there is a pull to
do something, to right the orb, which
only goes away with the drug induced
oblivion of self-centeredness.

I have not been of service to N.A. for
some time.
Sometimes I shy away from service.
Maybe I get tired of looking at myself in
others, or maybe it’s the self-centered
thing. I have tried to help so many
addicts and they just keep slipping
into complacency or active addiction.
Forgotten is my lack of power and the
need to put on my oxygen mask before
trying to help others as the jumbo-jetof-life hits turbulence.
My powerlessness is one thing I forgot
when I see one of us falling. It’s hard to
watch and experience that feeling—
we have no control over others. I feel as
though a process develops around me
when someone I love leaves recovery.
Slowly I remember I am not in charge. I
force myself to believe there’s a reason
or a lesson here. I realize I’ve been
here before and need willingness and
Higher Power to get out of my head— I
need to get over myself.
Dave M.
Reprinted from April/May/June edition of
2005’s Voice of Recovery Newsletter.

I have grandiose ideas and
schemes. I want to fix things
with one stupendous wave of
my hand.
I’ll sit and think: attacks, retreats, parry
& lunge myself into complete and
total non-action. Then, it dawns on me
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What does Spirituality mean to you?

Its
a
private
relationship
between me and my God. It's
when you choose love and goodness
over everything.Its when you're
humble and living one with your
surroundings
- Cynthia
Spirituality for me has been the
hardest thing to grasp in this
program. I’ve been a staunch
atheist and had to open my
mind up to the possibility of
challenging my deepest belief of
doing this on my own. It’s been
a process through the second
step, that I accept there is
a quiet voice inside me a calm
energy and a presence in the
rooms that lets me hand stuff
over and have faith in a higher
power. Faith in NA and the
energy of recovery is where it is
at for me; letting go of self
constantly. The beach is where
I can really see a universal
power and I can’t argue with
the limitlessness of the ocean.
- Suell
Spirituality is that which restores
my sanity, establishes a state of
serenity, maintains a heart felt
peace, fills my soul with grace
and provides the capacity to love
unconditionally.
- Mut

Spirituality means to do no
harm, and be of service.
- Heath

I don’t believe in god or any Religion as
such, but I do believe there is an overall
message from all Religions & beliefs &
that is to “Spread love for each other &
humanity.” Once we as human beings

NA Today
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are able to spread love for each other &
humanity, then & only then will there be
a “Heaven on Earth” for everybody.
- Rene
For me, spirituality is about
connection with self, nature,
others,
animals,
having
an
appreciation and respect for
all beings. It’s about living my
own truth and being in alignment
with what this universe/higher
power/greater
good/
god/
goddess wants for me. Being
of service to my brothers and
sisters for the greater purpose.
Coming from my heartspace
instead of my head. I dunno...
something
like
that.
There's
alot of "spiritual masturbation"
out there too. Gotta do this,
believe that, blah blah blah. Its
about finding my own truth,
what works for me. Walk the
beauty way.

-Kerry
For me it is being grateful for the sunlight
on my face; being present enough to enjoy
all that my higher power has given me; to
know that I am never alone; being good
inside myself; loving myself (which I’ve
never done before - thats sprituality right
there!)... having a loving relationship
with myself.
-Mitchelle
Probably

the

opposite

of

what

I'm feeling today which is anger,
fear, resentment and a desire to
isolate.

- Stephen

After Treatment

After 1 year, my time in a residential program comes to
an end.
Oh how far I have come. I am oh so truly very thankful
to the program. I went into the unknown, a scared girl,
but I was open, honest and willing from the start.
I am leaving tall and
strong.
I am leaving as a woman.
I am a Mum again.
A Mum that is present for
my children, that will be
there for them no matter
what.
I leave with the sense of connection... I can now
communicate with people without drugs or cigarettes.
I leave with a heavy toolbox, which will help me every
single day out here in the big world.
I leave with a strength inside I’ve never felt before.
I leave feeling capable.
Most importantly I leave with my HIGHER POWER. I’m so
very grateful to my spiritual self, to have such a
strong connection with my Higher Power. I’m so very
grateful they have been with me every step of the
way... now and forever.
Thankyou to every single one of you... this journey of
course also wouldn’t have been possible without you all
and the fellowship. Now the journey of LIFE continues
in the big wide world.
Catch ya’s in the rooms peeps.
- Von
7
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I met you at a meeting...
...you were going to rehab the
next day you saidand you asked
me if I'd have lunch with you but
I couldn't that day so we swapped
numbers and as you walked away
with your pointy nose, your
sharp jacket, stripy scarf and hat
I thought, "That's interesting ..."
You texted me three times before
eight am the next morning and
finally when I replied I'm waking
up! I need coffee! Give me twenty
minutes, you said I'm scared
about rehab. It's so far. What if I
can't eat the food? What if I cant
talk to anyone there? What will I
do??
I said, “Shh now. It will be ok. Just
give it a go. You can always leave.
It might not be so bad.”
You left the next night, all your
things still there in the room,
jumping the fence in a panic.
You started texting me most
mornings, early. I got used to it.
Hello! Good morning! Please
wake up, have your coffee, I'm
shivering, I'm sitting beside the
river, it's so beautiful, I wish you
were here, you'd write, there are
birds!

NA Today
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We laughed. You talked about
another rehab, a better one. You
sent me comics and we shared
pictures of drifts of flowers, you
knew the latin names for every
garden plant. Once you even
tried to kiss me, clumsily, your
scarf warm against my neck. We
hugged.
But some days you wouldn't
answer my calls or text me.
Some nights you went missing
for hours. You sold your dad's
antique guitar. You sat on a
street corner somewhere and
said a crazy woman talked at you
the whole entire day and she was
funny.
It was then I started to see
glimpses of the insect on your
back, a pale white grub, it's head
buried in your neck as it fed, but
I thought it wasn't real, just a
trick of the light reflected off the
water, the smoke in the air.
One afternoon we ate cheesecake
and wandered through a nursery
under red autumn trees and you
explained the differences between
geraniums and pelargoniums. I
wanted to hold that moment like
a glass orb in my chest for ever,

my heart felt so full of your beauty, holding your arm,
your voice beside me saying
pelargonium, fritillary, dianthus, agapanthus, lillium
morbidae...
The next weekend I drove across town to a meeting
where you were keeping me a seat. The traffic was so
heavy that day like all the cars were just lines of bugs
crawling up the hills between each change of lights. I
wanted so much to see you. As I sat down though you
got a text and turned to me and smiled and whispered
"I'll just be outside a minute". You didn't come back.
At the halftime break I looked up and down the street
and called your phone but it was turned off. I sat in
my car and cried.
Some days later I was on my way to work and I saw
you walking slowly along the street. You paused at the
lights but I didn't, I kept driving and as I passed you
the insect, fat like a glutton and huge now, not hiding
anymore, raised its head and in my rear view mirror I
saw it watch me go, its red eyes like small bright pins.
That night I dreamt we used together and we slept
curled into each other under a blanket of leaves,
until I heard a voice saying "Just breathe" as it began
pressing me down further and further, but I couldn't
get any air into my lungs and I woke up crying and
gasping.
I saw you only once again, at a meeting. You couldn't
meet my eye, and you looked thinner and your coat
shoulders shiny, your scarf a little grey. I had no
words to say, my mouth felt full of white cotton wool,
but deep inside me I was empty as if the cold winter
wind could blow right through making a hollow hooo
hooo sound in the space where my heart had been.
- Caris M
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na.org.au
The New Website

In May, the IT sub-committee of
the Australian Regional Service
Committee released a new version
of our national site. A special
thanks goes out to all the trusted
servants involved who collaborated
on both form and content of the
site.

Key New Features
Improved Meeting Search
More natural searching now enabled with the website able to determine your
location (if you let it) to find meetings near you or meetings in particular locations
Mobile Web Search
Apps for iPhone and Android are now synchronised with links provided (as is the
NAWS Web search).
More Accurate Meetings
We have new forms for members of the community to add/change/delete meetings
(don’t worry as these requests are vetted with Trusted
Servants from the relevant areas). We have already
seen an improvement in engagements between the
fellowship and NA groups as a direct result of these
forms.
Printable Meetings Lists
Groups/Organisations/Areas can now produce
formatted meetings lists directly from the website. Just
use the “Meetings” menu to get to the list of printable
options Pro Tip! If you are printing a Tri-Fold A4 set
your printer to duplex/double sided/short edge top.
Event Submissions
Recovery Events can be submitted by anyone and these go into a draft state for
approval by Trusted Servants in the relevant areas. Groups/Areas/Local Service
bodies can publish their Service Meetings/Workshops/etcetera.
NA Today
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Contact Forms
There are new contact forms to help direct enquiries for specific services to the right
service bodies. For example, requests for informational services will go to Public
Relations. H&I requests can be identified easily based on the services that are being
requested and can be coordinated with the local service bodies responsible.
Members Menu
•
•
•
•

Group Report Form to send a group report to your Area
Secretary directly from your group conscience. It will even
calculate your group finances!
Clean time Calculator - Forgotten how clean you are exactly
- do it on the fly right here!
JFT Subscription - NZ’s fantastic Just for Today reading
subscription.
Webmail link for trusted servants - don’t worry about trying
to remember the address link anymore - just check it from
the Website directly.

Future Development
The new website features an easy to use forms engine which will allow us to quickly
create/modify forms for whatever the fellowship requires.
We can also add pages and create new menu items and add new functionality very
easily and very little “technical” skill. There is no customisation and everything
in the website is configured using out of the box functionality. This ensures that
security patches and new feature upgrades are very low risk and that the website
remains stable.
There is scope for providing login access for Trusted servants (RCMs, NA Today Chair
and such like) to allow contributions including recovery stories and the ability to
create/edit their own events. Any submissions would be pending approval by the
IT Subcommittee who would check for adherence to the Traditions and discuss any
potentially controversial submissions with the Policy Subcommittee.
We are also developing Service Sites which could form the basis for local service
repository allowing members to register and participate in discussions, submit
reports, publish service information for their local service bodies.
We welcome requests and we have built a development environment for the
fellowship where we can test new feature requests before they go live.
YILS
Bruce G
IT Subcommittee
Please note, at publication, some features of the new website are still in progress, but will be finished
and available soon. For more information or to find out how to join the IT subcommittee, please email
itcommittee@na.org.au
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Powerlessness and Acceptance
The First Step’s admission of being
powerless over my addiction inspires
me to assign new sponsees the task
of composing a list of 100 things over
which they are powerless. There are
three reasons for this request.
First, it helps the newcomer grasp the
extent of her/his powerlessness—
which extends far
beyond
addiction.
Second, it gives me
a chance to get to
know the sponsee,
what’s valuable and
important to her/
him. Third, because
this isn’t a test but
a learning exercise,
it gives us a chance
to begin working
together right away.
When a sponsee gets
stuck, I ask questions
that help add to the
list, sorting through
what they do and don’t have power
over.

The idea of powerlessness
invites me to think more deeply
about the Serenity Prayer.
The prayer asks me to accept the things
I cannot change, to change the things I
can, and to have the wisdom to know
the difference.

Through working with sponsees, I’ve
gained insight into a common block
NA Today
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they and I share. Too often I practice the
Serenity Prayer backward, accepting
the things it’s appropriately within
my power to change while wasting my
time and energy trying to change the
people, places, and things over which
I’m powerless.
When I look at powerlessness that way, a
deeper understanding of
First Step powerlessness
becomes immeasurably
empowering for me.
Why? Because once I
focus on the things I can
appropriately change (as
opposed to manipulating
or bullying), I’m given the
power to do so.
Early in my recovery, for
example, I wanted more
opportunities in my life,
so I went back to school
to get a college degree.
That degree opened the
door to joining the new
business development program in a
grass roots organization that provides
volunteer services around the world.
At 40 years old, I quit my job and moved
to Krakow, Poland, where I played a role
in helping the people there move to a
market-driven economy. Living abroad
began my life of travel adventures:
backpack- ing in Russia and north of the
Arctic Circle in Finland, for example. I’ve
been inside the burial chamber of the
Great Pyramid in Giza, Egypt. I’ve walked

on the Great Wall of China and visited
the Taj Mahal at sunrise. Casablanca,
Kathmandu,
Ulaanbaatar,
Dublin,
Istanbul, Reykjavik, Marrakesh… I’ve
been to 30 countries in all. When the
bottom fell out of the economy, I found
myself unemployed for nearly three
years. As I accepted that I can’t change
the economy, First Step powerlessness
helped me ask myself, “What CAN I do
to earn a living?”
At 60 years old, I repackaged myself
and am happily working once again.
Similarly, realizing my ongoing good
health can’t be taken for granted, I
decided to change my physical condition:
I lost weight, I’m eating better, and I am
making exercise a part of my daily life.
I brought this same understanding of
powerlessness to NA service as well.

The First Step draws my
attention to what I’m powerless
over and what I’m not.
With a clear appreciation of what I’m
NOT powerless over, I’m free to get up
each morning and ask myself what I
have the power to do to make my life
and the lives of others incrementally
better, just for today.
Kit E, Minnesota, USA
Reprinted with permission from January 2015’s edition
of the NA Way.

You can download the NA Way from the NA
World Service website. It contains well-researched
articles about recovery, spirituality and experience
strength and hope from all over the world.

12 Steps of Addiction
1. Nothing
2. Nothing
3. Nothing
4. Nothing
5. RAGE
6. Nothing
7. Nothing
8. SHAME
9. Nothing
10. Nothing
11. Nothing
12. Rock Bottom

12 Steps of Recovery
1. Sadness
2. Hope
3. Decided
4. Anger
5. Thankful
6. Fearful
7. Laughing
8. Resolve
9. Forgive
10. Touched
11. Calm
12. Joy

-Anonymous
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I’ve learn how to dance all alone,
I’ve learnt how to sleep by myself
I’m strong when I stand on my own
Once bleeding heart beats with health
Independently I’ve begun to grow
Though it’s mostly pain that I’ve felt
I know how to cope
I can pick up the phone
Give a caring friend a bell
Call people in my life as close as a bro
You see this body once an empty shell
The pain and misery caused me to choke
The d rug addiction was a living hell
Now the only thing I own is a heart of hope
And yet I’m happy can’t you tell
No chance of sticking my neck in rope
Cos the love that I have in my chest is felt
I wasn’t elected or chosen
The crippling fear once held just melts
It was like my little heart had been frozen
Pretty shitty cards I had been dealt
It was too tough to ever be broken
Now I p ut that pain and hate back on the shelf
I find my mind at ease and my soul floating
And its all thanks to you, cheers for your help
- Josh P

NA Today
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My Sandwich
I am a sandwich.. My bread may not
be your favourite... You might not
even like my multi grain at all and
that's OK.. I do...
So when I make my sandwich it is
full of a whole bunch of ingredients
that makes me, me...
The meat of me is love.
Wholehearted, home cooked, tasty,
joy... And one might say my veggies
are a little bit green & simple at times and definitely on the fruity side..
Funny & fun...
My anxiety and depression is the sprinkle of salt and pepper that subtly
flavours the rest of my ingredients.. Some days I have no salt or pepper
at all. I forget it.
Salt by itself tastes terrible anyway. And pepper by itself is fairly
unpleasant too, but you know what!? I can't imagine my ultimate sandwich
without either of them.
Some days my seasoning is way too strong and the flavour is bitter. I
reject my lunch or try to nibble only on the meat but either way, I make
a mess.
Not everything in my sandwich is perfect.. Sometimes I forget to peel my
carrot.. But it is always juicy & grated & fits in perfectly to compliment
my sandwich in the most imperfect way..
I will never offer you my whole sandwich- in the past I did... But I have
since learnt that by giving you my whole sandwich I am left with nothing...
Nothing but the bits you picked out, the carrot peel & if I'm lucky my
crust is left over too.
A true friend of mine wouldn't accept the whole sandwich anyway, because
they already have a sandwich of their own.
By Bree M. 2017
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Fairy Tales

A

s a little girl I believed in
all the logical things like

Santa Clause, the Easter
Bunny, and of course princesses and
fairies. As I grew though, I learned
about other things like leprechauns and
goblins, witches and magic. I lived
in a world where the hills were
covered in green grass and
wildflowers. There were
angels and fairies and unicorns. People
were happy and the played near the
waterfall that was full of warm water
and every colorful fish and sea creature
that I could imagine.

There were times in
my childhood that my
reality was so horrible
that I would escape to
this place in my mind.
It was my ultimate addiction and I
used to hear things like “you are such
a dreamer” “your naive” “you have your
head in the clouds” and I would feel bad
for having missed whatever I was being
told and would be expected to remember
because I couldn’t handle reality. I
would chastise myself and tell myself
that I needed to pay better attention, to
grow up, to act more mature.
It didn’t work because when I didn’t go
there in my brain reality would come
NA Today
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crashing down on me and I would fall
apart because I didn’t know how to
react. I began to find myself in a place
where it was either sleep or cry and that
made things worse. It was not okay in
my family to “air your dirty laundry in
public” so to speak.
I began to push those emotions down
deep inside and clamp a lid over them
so that I would not fall apart in front of
anyone. Then when I lay down to sleep
at night I would go to my magical
world and run into the arms of a
gnome or fairy or whatever creature
was nearby and I would cry
and tell them what I
was feeling.
As I got older going
to that magical
world started to
feel childish and
immature, so I
quit going to
that place to let
out all that grief.
However I didn’t
stop pushing my
emotions down and
ignoring them.

I became the ultimate
expert in looking
happy and feeling
like I was never good

enough and thinking
about killing myself
just so I wouldn’t have
to pretend anymore.
I was so tired. It was an act that I
couldn’t keep up forever. Then I found
drugs and they gave me the chance to
escape...they made it okay to go to my
magical world again.
As my addiction progressed my world
held less and less magic. It was as if
the drugs were sucking all the light and
color from that place. All the fish were
dead, the angels were sick, the unicorns
had lost their horns, the fairies couldn’t
fly, the grass was dead and the waterfall
had dried up.

Recently I was looking up a fairy flower
ring while it was pollinating and the
pollen in the middle of the forest was
illuminated by the sunshine and I
returned for a second to my childhood
and to that world. It reminded me of
how the fairies used to fly in and out of
the trees.
Somewhere in my addiction I lost the
core of who I am; the magical, childish
and innocent side of myself. In my
Recovery I feel like I finally have it back
again.
- Carol P
Reprinted from The Voice of Recovery Jan/Feb/March
2014.

I was alone in a barren
land full of darkness
and pain. I had
nowhere left to turn.
I would love to say that recovery
has made my magical world what it
once was, but that is just not true.
What recovery did was it taught me to
see the light and magic in the real world
around me. It has given me the tools
that make escape unnecessary. It has
taught me what the correct behavior is
for each situation that I encounter is. It
has given me the chance to learn to be
honest in who I am and to stand in my
own truth. It joined my magical world
with the real one so that I can see the
simple things in life as very magical.
17
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Submitted by
Andrew W.
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a

si

- Anonymous

Voices
From the depths of
despair and darkness
Tortured screams from
whips and chains
The sadness and
hurt from visions of
untruths
With losses
unimaginable
the pain one felt.

Cries and echoes still
haunt today.

-Cynthia H
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Consensus-Based Decision Making
For those curious about how area, region and world service decisions are made, the
following information about Consensus-Based Decision Making is taken directly from
our Australian region ARSC Interim Policy manual and the CDBM Basics document
from NAWS. If any member would like to see this process in action, observers are
welcome to all area and regional meetings in NA.

What is Consensus-Based Decision Making?
CBDM is a method of making decisions that attempts to hear all voices and
synthesize participants’ views in order to come to a resolution or decision
acceptable to the group as a whole. In strict consensus, everyone in the group
agrees or gives their consent; a single dissenter can block a decision. For the
purposes of most LSCs and GSFs, we’re suggesting some form of consensus-based
decision making (CBDM) rather than strict consensus. CBDM does not require
unanimity the way that strict consensus does. It might be more accurate to say
in a CBDM body, we “aspire” to consensus.

“NA service is a team effort.
Our Service representatives are
responsible to the NA Fellowship
as a whole rather than any special
constituency; so are all other
trusted servants on the team. The
full participation of each member
is of great value as we seek to
express the collective conscience
of the whole.”
-Twelve Concepts of NA Service, p 16

How Does the Process Work?

Ideally, the discussion that takes place
when using a consensus-based model
is an evolutionary process. There is a
common misconception that building
consensus is easy or quick and painless,
when in truth it is a building process
that takes time and faith. Rather than
speaking for or against a static proposal,
participants in a CBDM body try to work
together to build a proposal that the body
or most of the body can agree upon. Of
course, that’s an ideal, and the reality is
that CBDM isn’t always that productive or harmonious, but the discussion in a
CBDM body is designed to hear and synthesize the range of ideas rather tha n
just listen to “pros” and “cons.” It’s about building consensus not winning or losing
a debate.

Why Consensus-Based Decision Making?
With its emphasis on inclusion, collaboration, and consensus-building, CBDM
seems more in harmony with our spiritual principles than a process centered
around debate and parliamentary procedure. The principle of group conscience
refers to more than just a vote, and CBDM is a cooperative form of decision making
well suited to the development of a collective conscience. A Guide to World
NA Today
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Services in NA explains, Consensus is based on the belief that each person has
some part of the truth and no one person has all of it (no matter how tempting it
is to believe that we ourselves really know best!). The consensus process is what
a group goes through to reach an agreement. It is how we manifest the idea
“together we can do what we cannot do alone” in a service setting. Our service
bodies should be a forum where trusted servants can be heard regardless of
how well they know Roberts Rules
of Order. Parliamentary procedure
can marginalize addicts who do not
know “the rules” well. CBDM offers
a potentially more inclusive process
for discussion.

A Little History
For most of its history the Australian
Regional Service Committee (ARSC)
has used a decision making process
based on Roberts Rules of Order.
“Roberts Rules of Order were created
after the American Civil War by a US
Army officer, Henry Martyn Robert.
They lay out procedures for getting
proposals raised, discussed and
voted on in meetings directed by a
chairperson. It is based on the belief
that a majority can be counted on to
make decisions that will work for the
whole group, and that rules for orderly deliberation are the best guide to getting
there.” For several years the ARSC has been in the process of discussing and
developing consensus based decision making. ARSC Sub-Committee guidelines
have included Consensus as the means of decision making for many years.

Why The Change?
A number of ARSC participants, past and present, believe that a consensus based
decision making process is a better means of achieving our Fellowships Purposes.
That Roberts Rules of Order do not sit well with the spiritual nature of our Service
Structure implied by our 12 Concepts. Eg. Concept 6. Group Conscience is the
spiritual means by which we invite a loving God to influence our decisions.
Concept 7. All members of a service body bear substantial responsibility for that
body’s decisions and should be allowed to fully participate in its decision making
process. Concept 9. All elements of our service structure have the responsibility to
carefully consider all viewpoints in their decision making process.
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There

once was a little
bird with shining
feathers that sparkled in the sunshine.
It delighted in flitting about from tree
to tree and spent its days chirping
cheerful melodies of happiness and all
the wonderful joys of life.
Little Bird had great aspirations but
when it set itself to fly to great heights
nets were cast up at it; intrusive hands
dragged the poor bird down and held it
captive in a cage far away from any tree.
Over time Little Bird shrank in shame
with repeated criticism of its feathers
and rejection of its songs. Scrutinising
stares and pointing fingers shunned
Little Bird’s goals and ideals until it was
stripped bare of any sense of worth and
self-identity.
Having been kept in a cage for so long
the Little Bird lost its ability to fly.
Once crushed down to a lowly level,
its beauty and shine dulled, Little Bird
was soon ignored and thus discarded.
Lonely, lost and dejected, Little Bird
hobbled about through the gutters in
search of clean, open space. It knew
that if it could return to the trees of
its old playground it would regain its
ability to fly. However, Little Bird was
in unfamiliar, unrecognisable land and
had no map to show which direction
should be taken.
Determined to fly and feel whole again,
Little Bird set off anyway with only
NA Today
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instincts for a guide. Many obstacles
were encountered along the way, but
each challenge provided a valuable
lesson in life and once learned, new
perspectives were gained. These formed
the clues as to which path Little Bird
had to take next to return to its home
among the trees.
The journey was long and arduous and
without the skill of flight to flee from
danger Little Bird endured much pain
along the way. When it felt like it could
go no further Little Bird collapsed to
the ground and cried up to the sky.
The vastness of Universe beamed
encouragement to look to the bigger
picture and see beyond the drama which
clouded Little Bird’s sight. The gentle
voice of hope lifted the haze and Little
Bird continued on ever stronger.
*** Where is Little Bird today?
Perhaps it is still finding its way. I like
to think it has already made its way back
home, wings mended and flying free.

Sending healing, hope and
encouragement to all the birds
who have lost flight or who
are still finding their way back
to freedom.

Yours in loving service,

Mish Elle.

Sponsorship
She always greets me with a warm
smile and a hug when I arrive,
We walk over to our usual spot and
take our seats at our table,
As I sit across from her,
I am filled with shame and fear,
I feel fragile and truly broken,
I reach into my bag and get out my
writing book,
She patiently waits and watches me as I
fumble nervously with my book,
I desperately try to find the courage to
stay seated and not run away,
I quickly take a glance at her and notice
that she still holds a warm smile on her
face as she watches me,
I open my book,
With my head and eyes facing down and
a shaky voice I begin to share the darker
parts of myself with her,
I wait,
Expecting to hear her scoff at me with
disgust,
But there is only silence,
She gently encourages me to keep
sharing with her,
I take a breath and keep sharing what I
have written with her,
When I am finished reading the words I
have written,
I wait,

My head and eyes are facing down, too
scared to look up at her,
In my moment of fear,
I sense a feeling of warmth reaching out to
me from within her,
I eventually find the courage to lift my
head and look up at her,
I expect to see her shaking her head at me,
Her face screwed up in disgust,
Her eyes filled with a disapproving glare,
But as my eyes meet with hers,
I see only love staring back at me,
She begins to speak to me,
Her voice is soft,
Her words are kind, compassionate and
filled with love,
She is different to what I have always
known,
She is kindness,
She is compassion,
She is patience,
She is tolerance,
She is empathy,
She is acceptance,
She is hope,
She is love,
She is my sponsor.

Janice. G
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I saw her shimmering with gifts as if in a dream
I first knew her long ago still in my teens
Her promises, her warm embrace, seductive charms
She too me by the hand, gave sweet promises I was her man
Took me to such strange lands, I forgot my name
Forgot who and what I was and am
I drank her wine enough that I could not find
And in the night my devilled dreams commenced to slay my
life
I sweated, hungered, stole for more of her
I paid a price, sold my soul suffice I could not score
Then, when my severed head
Impaled on her prize stake pole
I saw she’d reached her final desired goal
A crushed and broken man at death’s door in hell’s own abode
My God, my God HELP ME, I cried out
In my misery, confusion, torment and doubt
A light shone to show the way
Path to sanity, recovery and life’s safety
He who reigns supreme has guided me to dry shores
Where opportunities of life are forever more
I’m clinging on just like a drowning man
Secure, I know where I belong and who I am

Thank you NA, I’m Peter G, Perth...
coming back after a 4 year bust when 20 years clean.
Keep coming back
- Peter G
NA Today
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Did you know?
In 2002, the APF was held in Byron Bay
Australia. The meeting was significant
because it marks the beginning of two
changes.
First, it was the last time a large portion
of APF meeting time was taken up with
reading regional reports. Although
hearing the reports from each region
was a “feel good” session for all involved
by providing us with a strong basis for
connection, doing things together
rather than hearing about what each
region had done was chosen as the
way forward. In fact, the first small
group sessions took place at the 2002
APF and was given the thumbs up in
evaluations.

Although holding the APF outside of
Asia, the subcontinent or the Middle
East meeting had not occurred before
this 2002 meeting and will most likely
never occur again due to the financial
impracticality.
Australia will always remember when
our neighbours in the APF came to
our shores to share their strength
experience and hope.
Tim S , Australia
Reprinted from the latest edition of the APF Newsletter
#44, now available through their website.
http://www.apfna.org/

After 2002, APF annual meetings began
providing workshops and learning
sessions, all of which evolved to the
strategic planning process we have at
the APF today.
Second, immediately following the APF
meeting the Australian Region held
their annual convention in Byron Bay.
This convention was monumental for
the Australian fellowship. Attendance
by so many APF participants helped
create the feeling of a mini World
convention. Many of these APF
participants shared at the convention
and local meetings throughout the
entire APF.

“Art from the Inside” - RO Oct 2012
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A is for Attitude, an attitude of gratitude
B is for Belief, belief in the newcomers
C is for Conscious Contact, with a loving HP
D is for Duty, a reliable sponsee
E is for Effort, 100%
F is for Family, the one that understands me
G is for Glorious, the NA Fellowship
H is for Hope, for each and every one of us
I is for Indescribable, how my HP works every day
J is for Joyful, the milestones we celebrate
K is for Kindness, one addict helping another
L is for Laughter, what’s recovery without fun?
M is for Marvellous, ranging from white tag to black
N is for Ninth Step, changing our lives for better
O is for Oath, that Just for Today, I will not use
Q is for Quarterly, our NA Today Magazine
R is for Responsible, for my own recovery
S is for Sustenance, our meeting attendance
T is for Tolerance, we come from all walks of life
U is for Unified, together for tradition three
V is for Victory, taking it ODAAT
W is for Work, with our sponsor the 12 Steps
X is for xcited, I got lost on that one
Y is for Yearning, for a better tomorrow
Z is for Zimbabwe, is our fellowship over there?
-Poolie
NA Today
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Remember...

you can only keep what you have by giving it
away...

Send your articles, letters, cartoons and graphics to
natoday@na.org.au
or
NA Today
c/- FSO
Unit 34, 112 - 122 McEvoy St
Alexandria NSW 2015

BE LIKE SUPER GIVING POTATO.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO RECEIVING
YOUR SUBMISSIONS.
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A Closing Prayer
I am powerless over my addiction...
And all the thoughts,actions and behaviours associated with it.
The unmanageability in my life is a result of my self-reliance and self-will, which
allows me to indulge self-centered thoughts, actions and behaviours, whether
knowingly or not.
I Pray: Take my will
I Pray; Take my life
I Pray; Take my Self!(and my self-will!)
Or surely my self-will will take my life!
I absolutely surrender and entrust all to you!
Guide me in my recovery- Heal me!
Enlighten me:
Where I am in darkness,Show me the way.
Empower me:
When the burden of my self-obsession and self-will becomes too heavy a load to
bear,
Empower me:
When I am too weak or powerless to do your will,
Encourage me:
When my fear is so great, as to keep me from right
thought, intention or action,
Show me how to live an un-obstructed life, that I may utilize to the best of my
ability and potential all the skills, tools and resources that are Your gifts to me.
Let this, all of this that is my life, be an expression of my love and gratitude for
these gifts.
Thank you!
-An Addict, Any Addict
Reprinted with permission from Voice of Recovery-Jul-Aug-Sep 2014

